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Pronunciation: /s/ and /z/ 
 
Activity 1 
Look at the words below. Do they contain the sound /s/ (as in sister), or /z/ (as in zoo), or both? 
 
     
 /s/ /z/ Both /s/ 

and /z/ 
1. Skills    
2. Succeed    
3. Revise    
4. Strategise    
5. Advice    
6. Absorption    
7. Revising    
8. Study    
9. Concentrated    
10. Strategy    
11. Memorise    
12. Practise    
 
Listen to the recording and tick (ü) the correct column for each word. The words are in the same order 
that you will hear them, but you’ll have to listen carefully! 
 
 
Activity 2 
Look at the sentences below. Underline the /s/ and /z/ sounds, then practise reading them aloud. 
 
1. I find it difficult to stay concentrated when I’m studying. 

2. My advice is to practise the language you have been learning after each class. 

3. It’s so important to strategise how you will do your revising. 

4. Trying to memorise everything is not a good strategy. 

5. I’m sure you will succeed if you revise carefully. 

6. Your absorption rate might change depending on which skills you are learning. 
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Activity 1 
 
 /s/ /z/ Both /s/ and /z/ 
1. Skills   ü (skills /s/ and skills /z/) 
2. Succeed ü (succeed)   
3. Revise  ü (revise)  
4. Strategise   ü (strategise /s/ and strategise /z/) 
5. Advice ü (advice)   
6. Absorption (ü) (absorption) ü* (absorption)  
7. Revising  ü (revising)  
8. Study ü (study)   
9. Concentrated ü (concentrated)   
10. Strategy ü (strategy)   
11. Memorise  ü (memorise)  
12. Practise ü (practise)   
 
* ‘Absorption’ can be pronounced with either a /s/ or /z/ sound. In this recording, it is pronounced with 
a /z/ sound. 
 
 
Activity 2 
1. I find it difficult to stay (/s/) concentrated (/s/) when I’m studying (/s/). 

2. My advice (/s/) is (/z/) to practise (s) the language you have been learning after each class (/s/). 

3. It’s (/s/) so (/s/) important to strategise (/s/ then /z/) how you will do your revising (/z/). 

4. Trying to memorise (/z/) everything is not a good strategy (/s/). 

5. I’m sure you will succeed (both /s/) if you revise (/z/) carefully. 

6. Your absorption (/s/ or /z/) rate might change depending on which skills (/s/ then /z/) you are 

learning. 

 
 


